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Sarah Yhann Presents 
The Divine Factorem  

A Short Story  
 

Fun Fact: This was written to answer the following prompt for the U Chicago application 
Spanish poet Antonio Machado wrote, 'Between living and dreaming there is a third thing. Guess it.' Give 

us your guess. 
 
 
 There was a mistake. A spilled nebula, an extra particle, a space-time paradox— Procul wasn’t 
sure. All he could focus on was the glaring hole in the dreamtapestry.  

The hole he had created.   
Already, he could see the repercussions. One thread snaps at the edge of the universe and a 

whole planet’s dream system collapses. Nightmares were spreading across the little Earthlings’ minds, a 
black mess that destroyed what was left of the gorgeous dreams he had been weaving.  

The burned threads fluttered away into the far reaches of the cosmos. He had maybe two minutes 
before someone noticed him, and by then, if he was lucky, he would be gone. There had been an opening 
in basic star fusion that he’d been considering, just for a change. The pay was less, but weaving wasn’t his 
forte; tonight had proven that once and for all. And basic fusion was much more appealing now that the 
alternative was his demise: the DIVINE FACTOREM CORPORTAION had little patience for mistakes.    

Just as Procul was gathering his things— threads that glittered in galactic hues and a new 
collapsible loom—Omnium, the overseer, came in. Omnium was a tall thing, just positively massive. He 
was bark with a definite bite and various shades of red. Procul heard him snapping at the other weavers 
to keep it quality and complaining about the paucity of creativity in the industry these days. “No wonder 
Earth is suffering— you’re giving them no imagination! I should incinerate the lot of you!” 

  He hastened his packing. It did him little good. Omnium’s presence hung over him and his 
hands froze. Procul turned his face up. The overseer did not look pleased. 

“Chaos,” he said. He spoke with a thick Glorspunkian accent. “Over a million souls have suffered 
nightmares in the past twenty seconds and we are a billion dreams behind schedule. What do you have to 
say for yourself?” 

Omnium’s eyes bored into Procul. Small holes began to smoke on his shirt.  If he waited too long 
to answer, Omnium would obliterate him right there and then.  

Procul briefly considered his options. The first— confession and subsequent incineration— was 
considerably less attractive than the denial and ignorance route. If he pushed the blame away from 
himself, there was a chance that he could escape. In fact Spatio, who had fumbled his tapestry twice last 
week, was the perfect candidate to bear the burden of blame. Of course, that would mean Spatio would 
cease to be, but Procul found he didn’t really care.  

“Well?” Omnium snarled. Procul’s shirt had erupted in flames. His existence was next.  
“Spatio!” Procul yelled, pointing a shaking blue arm at his neighbor. “He was slacking off and 

tripped on his way back, ruining my design.” 
The weaver in question looked up at the mention of his name, face bulging with fear. 

Unfortunately for Spatio, Omnium was the type of man that favored swift justice. His eyes burned with 
the fury of a thousand novae and the weaver was no more.   

When he was done, he turned his gaze on Procul, who had been feverishly patting out his 
flaming shirt. “You will take his job,” the overseer announced.  

Feeling brave, Procul shook his head. “I can’t. I was transferred yesterday to basic star fusion.” 
He knew he looked ridiculous compared to Omnium’s bulging muscle and deadly eyes. Stomach flab 
was cheerily peeking out from gaping holes in his uniform and he hadn’t shaved in a few days. Or 
bathed, for that matter.  But the lie came out as smooth as Earthling silk.  

And by some act of fate, Omnium bought it. The overseer grunted and stomped away, probably 
to scout a new weaver; or maybe he had simply stopped caring. Procul did not stay to find out.  
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The next day found him in a new office, in a new uniform, with a new overseer— Mirum. She 
had curves like the moons of Jupiter and thick golden hair that spiraled around her in constant motion. 
She smiled while she spoke.   

Procul sighed happily as he listened to her explain the day’s assignment. A distinct 
contentedness had crept up and enveloped him. Until now, he hadn’t fully realized how much he 
disliked being an intermediate step in nighttime entertainment for a people that could never praise his 
work. It was degrading, he decided, to just be a piece between living and dreams. And the stress! He was 
glad to be rid of it— all of it. Dreamweaving was so passé.    
 Mirum had finished speaking and now she retreated to her office. Procul watched her walk 
away, then turned back to his work. He clicked his fingers as she had done and chuckled with mild 
amusement as a miniature sun flared to life between his hands.  

His assignment was simple: a quota of six new stars to cling on to ESO 137-001’s galactic tail.  As 
he worked, his eyes drifted to Mirum’s office. It had two floor-to-ceiling windows, and every now and 
then Procul could catch a glimpse of her long golden hair, floating around like tendrils of light. 
   
 


